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Thirty-one artfully decorated Christmas trees need only your touches of color to bring out their true

beauty! Unique and festive designs include traditional as well as contemporary trees with themes

that include Victorian, floral, tropical, and woodland. Pages are perforated and printed on one side

only for easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists, Christmas Trees

and other Creative HavenÃ‚Â® adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and

artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.
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Over 30 Christmas Trees to ColorThirty-one artfully decorated Christmas trees need only your

touches of color to bring out their true beauty! Unique and festive designs include traditional as well

as contemporaryÃ‚Â trees with themesÃ‚Â that includeÃ‚Â Victorian,Ã‚Â floral,Ã‚Â tropical, and

woodland.Ã‚Â Specially designed for experienced colorists, Creative HavenÃ‚Â® coloring books

offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment.Perforated pages printed on one side

only for easy removal and display.Find your true colors with Creative HavenÃ‚Â® and hundreds of

other coloring books: www.doverpublications.com/CreativeHaven

Barbara Lanza has illustrated over a dozen children's books published by Scholastic, Viking,



Harcourt, and other companies.

This is a fun set of Christmas Tree designs that will give me hours of coloring fun. The designs are

by artist Barbara Lanza and cover a wide range of decorating styles. Each of the designs is

surrounded by a double line "frame". I am thinking that I will color the frame to emphasize the colors

I use on the tree and leave the background white.Some of the designs have intricate parts and for

those, I will probably have to use my magnifying lamp. For the vast majority of this book, I don't

think my magnifier will be necessary. I use a true color bulb in my lamp which helps me immensely

while I am making color choices for my use.The designs are wildly different even though each

shows a decorated Christmas tree. All except for one (a forest wildlife) show presents at the bottom

of the tree.This is a long list, so be prepared! The design subjects are: modern swirl with star topper,

musical instruments with herald angel topper, snowflakes decorations and topper, cupcake

decorations and topper, 12 Days of Christmas with bird topper (maybe a partridge but not what I

would expect as one), paisley tree with poinsettia and a poinsettia topper, snowmen decorations

and topper, candy decorations and topper, hearts decorations and topper, poinsettia and rose

decorations and topper, another modern swirl design with flower topper, teapot and teacup

decorations and topper, bird decorations and topper, angel decorations and topper, butterflies and

flowers with a sunflower topper, Christmas cookies of all sorts with an angel topper, sea shells of all

sorts with a starfish topper, another different modern swirl with a star topper, a variety tree

(pineapples, birds, sailboats, flowers and more) with an unusual flower type topper (maybe a sand

dollar), homespun Christmas with embroidered ornaments and an angel topper (one of my favorites

as I am a needlework designer), holly tree and topper, traditional decorations with an angel topper,

Victorian style decoration (with elegant glass ornaments, candles, sleds and more) and star topper,

round glass and dangle ornaments with an angel topper, vine tree with delicate dangling ornaments

and star topper, forest animals with a wood star topper, modern tree with wines and a flower topper,

house and building (maybe churches?) ornaments with a large star-like topper, pet tree with dogs,

cats, bunnies and more with an angel topper, lovely tree with round ornaments and tied bows with a

large bow topper, and a traditional tree with packages, round ornaments, and star decorations with

an angel topper.There are 31 designs in this coloring book. As with all of the Creative Haven books

that I have used in the past, these are on a bright white page that is a fairly heavy stock. The

designs are printed on one side of the page only and the edges of each page have good

perforations which make it easy to remove from the book.All of my gel pens and markers bleed

through on Creative Haven books and this book is no different. I use freezer paper in between the



sheets (if I am keeping it in the book) or under the page if I remove it from the book. I find that it

works well for me. You can also put multiple sheets of heavy stock paper in between if you don't

have freezer paper handy (it is sold at most grocery stores and is fairly inexpensive and can be

reused.)I have been coloring adult color books as a way to relieve the stress of the day. Whenever I

am in the mood to bring on the holiday spirit, I am sure that this book of designs will be a great way

to relax at the end of the day.

Every single Christmas tree is Gorgeous, Artfully decorated and Adorned from top to bottom ,with a

multitude of items, ingeniously brought together, to create imaginative, distinctive and unique

holiday themes, that include Contemporary, Victorian, Traditional, Woodland, Tropical, Floral,

Abstract and more. You will find Elegant trees, Cute trees, Sophisticated, and Whimsical trees, all

bringing the Magic of Christmas alive. You will be inspired by every single magical tree, your being

filled with Memories of Christmases past and Dreams of Christmases to come as you add color to

each and create pieces of art worthy of framing.1. 31 Christmas Tree Illustrations printed one per

page (the back of each page is blank) on medium weight, bright white paper with perforations for

easy removal of pages.2. All Markers bleed through the pages, I just place a piece of scrap paper

under the page I am coloring to prevent damage to the next picture.3. The Illustrations include 8

abstract patterns and motifs formed into Christmas trees, plus 24 traditional Christmas trees,

bordered and centered on each page.4. Markers, Gel Pens, Crayons, Colored Pencils, Paints all will

work well in this book and I plan on using all of them as I color these pages .5. Christmas tree

themes include: Cupcakes & candles, Snowmen, Candy, Hearts, Flowers, Cups & teapots, Doves,

Angels, Butterflies, Gingerbread Men, Shells from the Sea, Bulbs and garland, Owls, Animals,

Ribbons & Bows, and many more.

This is such a cute Christmas coloring book. It is all Christmas trees so if you don't want a book of

nothing but Christmas trees don't buy this book. I think it is one of the cutest Christmas adult

coloring books I ever saw. Each tree is decorated a different way. None of the trees are the same.

They are the most unique decorated trees you are ever gonna see. They range from a traditional

tree to a tea party tree to a paisley tree to a pet tree just to name a few. I wish there was repeats of

the same trees because I can think of so many different ways I want to color each tree. I may have

to buy another book. I only colored a couple pages so I could do my review, then I'm putting the

book away until Christmas. I can't wait to get it out again. The pages are only printed on one side of

the page. The paper is high quality. My gel pens did not bleed through. My fineliner pens barely



came through on the other side, but if your using fineliner pens I would use scrap paper under the

page your working on just in case. The pages are perforated so you could remove them easily to

work on them or if you wanted to hang them up to display like I know some people like to do.

To the folks who love Christmas has to love the trees! And honey, I love all of these Christmas

Trees! It's like I'm decorating all of them, one at a time ;-)

Nice coloring book where each page can be colored relatively quickly. Each page features a Tree

and nothing more - no fancy borders or anything like that. There is a simple border of two parallel

lines on each page. The trees are stylized or "real" with various themed decorations. Something for

everyone. However, there are only a few trees that could work for a younger child - most of them

have a fair amount of fine detailing.

The drawings are beautifully done, but I don't know if the pages are thick enough to prevent

bleeding as I either use pastel chalks or colored pencils in all of my adult coloring books. I've had

very bad experiences using markers in other adult coloring books, and I don't want to risk ruining

anymore beautiful drawn artwork.

So many different kinds of CHristmas trees in this book! Al with different decor. Images printed on

one side only so you can easily use any medium you like from pencils to markers when coloring in

this book. Some are more complex than others and the simple ones would be great to color along

with a younger person with to make your hobby more fun.
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